Pricing is a significant step in the simplex algorithm where an improving nonbasic variable is selected in order to enter the basis. This step is crucial and can dictate the total execution time. In this paper, we perform a computational study in which the pricing operation is computed with eight different pivoting rules: (i) Bland's Rule, (ii) Dantzig's Rule, (iii) Greatest Increment Method, (iv) Least Recently Considered Method, (v) Partial Pricing Rule, (vi) Queue Rule, (vii) Stack Rule, and (viii) Steepest Edge Rule; and incorporate them with the revised simplex algorithm. All pivoting rules have been implemented in MATLAB. The test sets used in the computational study are a set of randomly generated optimal sparse and dense LPs and a set of benchmark LPs (Netliboptimal, Kennington, Netlib-infeasible).
INTRODUCTION
Linear Programming (LP) is the process of minimizing or maximizing a linear objective function z = n i=1 c i · x i subject to a number of linear equality and inequality constraints. Several algorithms have been proposed for solving linear programming problems (LPs). The most well-known method for solving LPs is the simplex algorithm developed by George B. Dantzig [6] ; other well-studied algorithms include the Interior Point Methods and the Exterior Point Simplex Algorithm (EPSA). The main idea of EPSA is that it moves in the exterior of the feasible region and constructs basic infeasible solutions instead of feasible solutions calculated by the simplex algorithm. A more effective approach is the Primal-Dual Exterior Point Simplex Algorithm [17] . The aforementioned algorithms can be used for solving general LPs or network optimization problems [18] . Assuming that the problem is in its general form, the linear problem can be formulated as shown in (LP.1).
where A ∈ R m×n , (c, x) ∈ R n , b ∈ R m , and T denotes transposition. We assume that A has full rank, rank(A) = m, where (m < n). The simplex algorithm searches for the optimal solution by moving from one feasible solution to another, along the edges of the feasible set. The dual problem associated with the linear problem (LP.1) is shown in (DP.1).
max b T w subject to A T w + s = c
(DP.1) s ≥ 0 where w ∈ R m and s ∈ R n . A B is an m × m non-singular sub-matrix of A, called basic matrix or basis. The columns of A which belong to subset B are called basic and those which belong to N are called non basic. A column A l is selected in each step in order to enter the basis and a column A r to leave the basis. The variable l is called entering variable and is computed according to a pivoting rule in each iteration of the simplex algorithm. The selection of the entering variable is a crucial step of the simplex algorithm and is performed according to a pivoting rule. Good pivoting rules can lead to a fast convergence to the optimal solution, while poor pivoting rules lead to worst execution times or even no solutions of the LPs. A pivoting rule is one of the main factors that will determine the number of iterations that simplex algorithm performs [14] . Hence, the pivoting rule applied for the selection of the entering variable should be designed and implemented carefully. Many pivoting rules have been proposed in the literature. Eight of these are presented and compared in this paper; namely, (i) Bland [20] has compared five pivoting rules: (i) Bland's Rule, (ii) Dantzig's Rule, (iii) Greatest-Increment Method, (iv) Least-Recently Considered Method, and (v) Steepest-Edge Rule. Thomadakis studied the trade-off between the number of iterations and the execution time per iteration and find that: (i) Bland's Rule requires the shortest execution time per iteration, but it usually needs many more iterations than the other methods to converge to the optimal solution, (ii) Dantzig's Rule and Least Recently Considered Method perform comparably, but the latter requires fewer iterations in cases where degenerate pivots exist, (iii) the computational cost per iteration in the Greatest Increment Method is greater than the aforementioned methods, but it usually leads to fewer iterations, and (iv) the Steepest-Edge Rule requires fewer iterations than all other pivoting rules and its computational cost is lower than Greatest Increment Method but higher than the other three methods. To the best of our knowledge, the aforementioned are the only papers that compared some of the most widely-used pivoting rules. This paper is an extension of the work of Thomadakis [20] where eight well-known pivoting rules are compared. Thomadakis [20] has focused on the number of iterations and the execution time per iteration, while we also investigate the total execution time of the simplex algorithm relating to the pivoting rule that is used. The structure of the paper is as follows: in Section 2, eight widely-used pivoting rules are presented. In Section 3, the computational comparison of the pivoting rules is presented over randomly generated optimal sparse and dense LPs and on a set of benchmark LPs (Netlib-optimal, Kennington, Netlib-infeasible). Finally, the conclusions of this paper are outlined in Section 4.
PIVOTING RULES
Eight pivoting rules are presented in this section: (i) Bland's Rule, (ii) Dantzig's Rule, (iii) Greatest Increment Method, (iv) Least Recently Considered Method, (v) Partial Pricing Rule, (vi) Queue Rule, (vii) Stack Rule, and (viii) Steepest Edge Rule. Some necessary notations should be introduced, before the presentation of the aforementioned pivoting rules. Let l be the index of the entering variable and c l be the difference in the objective value when the non-basic variable x l is increased by one unit and the basic variables are adjusted appropriately. Reduced cost is the amount by which the objective function on the corresponding variable must be improved before the value of the variable will be positive in the optimal solution.
Bland's Rule
According to Bland's Rule [3] , the first variable among the eligible ones is selected as the entering variable. This variable is the leftmost among columns with negative relative cost coefficient. Bland's Rule avoids cycling, but it has been observed in practice that it can lead to stalling, a phenomenon where long degenerate paths are produced.
Dantzig's Rule
Dantzig's rule or Largest Coefficient Rule [6] is the first pivoting Rule that was used in the simplex algorithm. It has been widely-used in simplex implementations [1] [16] . This pivoting Rule selects the column A l with the most negative c l . It guarantees the largest reduction in the objective value per unit of non-basic variable c l increase. Its worst-case complexity is exponential [13] . However, Dantzig's Rule is considered as simple but powerful enough to guide simplex algorithm into short paths [20] .
Greatest Increment Method
Greatest Increment Method [13] selects as entering variable the one with the largest total objective value improvement. Initially, the improvement of the objective value for each non-basic variable is calculated. Then, the variable, which offers the largest improvement in the objective value, is selected. Although this pivoting Rule can lead to fast convergence to the optimal solution, this advantage is eliminated by the additional computational cost per iteration. Finally, Gärtner [9] constructed LPs that Greatest Increment Method showed exponential complexity.
Least Recently Considered Method
According to Least Recently Considered Method, in the first iteration of the simplex algorithm, the incoming variable l is selected according to Bland's Rule, that is the leftmost among columns with negative relative cost coefficient. In the next iterations, Least Recently Considered Method [23] starts searching for the first eligible variable with index greater than l. If l = n then Least Recently Considered Method starts searching from the first column again. This pivoting Rule prevents stalling and it performs fairly well in practice [20] . However, its worst-case complexity has not been proved yet.
Partial Pricing Rule
Partial Pricing methods are variants of the standard pivoting rules that take only a part of non-basic variables into account. In static partial pricing, non-basic variables are divided into equal segments with predefined size and the pricing operation is carried out segment by segment, until a reduced cost is found. In dynamical partial pricing, the segments' size is determined dynamically during the execution of the algorithm. In the computational study presented in Section 3, we have implemented Partial Pricing Rule as a variant of Dantzig's Rule with static partial pricing.
Queue Rule
Queue is a FIFO (First-In-First-Out) data structure, where the first element added to the queue is the first one to be removed. In this pivoting Rule, two queues are initially constructed; the first one stores the indices of the basic variables, while the other the indices of the non-basic variables. The entering and leaving variables are selected from the front of the corresponding queue. The variable, which is extracted from the front of the queue that stores the basic variables, is inserted to the end of the queue that stores the non-basic variables. Respectively, the variable, which is extracted from the front of the queue that stores the non-basic variables, is inserted to the end of the queue that stores the basic variables.
Stack Rule
Stack is a LIFO (Last-In-First-Out) data structure, where the last element added to the stack is the first one to be removed. In the stack Rule, the entering and leaving variables are selected from the top of the corresponding stack. The variable, which is extracted from the top of the stack that stores the basic variables, is inserted to the top of the stack that stores the non-basic variables. Respectively, the variable, which is extracted from the top of the stack that stores the non-basic variables, is inserted to the end of the stack that stores the basic variables.
Steepest Edge Rule
Steepest Edge Rule or All-Variable Gradient Method [11] selects as entering variable the variable with the most objective value reduction per unit distance. This pivoting Rule can lead to fast convergence to the optimal solution. However, this advantage is debatable due to the additional computational cost. Approximate methods have been proposed in order to improve the computational efficiency of this method [19] [21].
COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
Computational studies have been widely-used in order to examine the practical efficiency of an algorithm or even compare algorithms. In this section, we present a computational study of the aforementioned pivoting rules. The computational comparison has been performed on a quad-processor Inter Core i7 3.4 GHz with 32 Gbyte of main memory and 8 cores. The revised simplex method and the pivoting rules have been implemented using MATLAB Professional R2013a. MATLAB is a powerful programming environment and is especially designed for matrix computations. The test sets used in the computational study are a set of randomly generated optimal sparse and dense LPs and a set of benchmark LPs (Netlib-optimal, Kennington, Netlib-infeasible) [10] [4] . Table 1 presents some useful information about the second test bed, which was used in the computational study. The first column includes the name of the problem, the second the number of constraints, the third the number of variables, the fourth the nonzero elements of matrix A and the fifth the optimal objective value. The test bed includes 40 optimal and 5 infeasible LPs from Netlib and 3 Kennington LPs that do not have ranges and bounds sections in their mps files.
In Tables 2 -7 For each instance we averaged times over 10 runs. All times are measured in seconds. A limit of 70, 000 iterations was set that explains why there are no measurements for some pivoting rules on specific instances. Finally, the objective value calculated using each pivoting rule was accurate with a precision of 8 decimal digits. Table 2 presents the results from the total execution time of the revised simplex algorithm combined with the aforementioned pivoting rules over the benchmark LPs (Netlib-optimal, Kennington, Netlib-infeasible), while Table 3 Table 4 presents the results from the total execution time of the revised simplex algorithm combined with the aforementioned pivoting rules over the randomly generated sparse LPs with density 10%, while Table 5 presents the iterations needed. From the following results, we observe that all pivoting rules have solved all instances. Again, Dantzig's Rule requires the shortest execution time both on average and on all instances. On the other hand, Steepest Edge Rule has the worst execution time both on average and on all instances. Despite its computational cost, Steepest Edge Rule needs the fewest number of iterations than all the other pivoting rules, while Bland's Rule is the worst pivoting rule in terms of the number of iterations. Table 6 presents the results from the total execution time of the revised simplex algorithm combined with the aforementioned pivoting rules over the randomly generated dense LPs, while Table 7 presents the iterations needed. From the following results, we extract the same results as in the benchmark LPs and the sparse LPs.
CONCLUSIONS
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